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Episode 5: Ultimatum, Directed by Hollywood Film Director Frank Coraci is out on Steam Now! 

 

In THE DESCENDANT - Episode 5: Ultimatum, the past and present collide, and nothing 

will ever be the same. As Donnie reaches the end of his mission and comes face-to-face with 

the last janitor of Ark-01, a final confrontation will determine what happens to Mia, the 

descendants, and everyone above ground. 

 

Who lives, who dies, and the fate of the new world rests solely in your hands. Will you save 

humanity or will you doom us all? 
 

THE DESCENDANT - Episode 5: Ultimatum. Out now on Steam for Windows PC and Mac. 

Go Play it Now! 

 

“I have always seen films as the most efficient and technically most advanced way of telling a story, 

but gaming is fascinating as it is interactive and if you can only find a way of lifting the drama, 

increasing the tension and the total emotional link to the same level as films, then we have the future 

of storytelling,” says Frank Coraci. 

 

About The Descendant:  

The Descendant is a five-part episodic adventure game series where the end of the world is 

only the start. 

 

After climate change wrecked the planet, a man-made extinction event wiped humankind off 

the face of the Earth. Only a few thousand ‘descendants of humanity’ were hand-picked to 

survive the apocalypse, cryogenically suspended in underground bunkers known as Arks. 

Centuries passed. The world recovered from the nuclear holocaust, and all the Arks reopened, 

except one — Ark-01. 
 

General questions: 
Email: info@gamingcorps.com 
IR- och PR related questions: 
Email: ir@gamingcorps.com  
About Gaming Corps AB: Gaming Corps develops computer games based on their own IP’s and well-known 
international brands. The Company's shares are traded on Nasdaq First North under the ticker GCOR. The 
company's Certified Advisor is Remium Nordic AB. 

http://store.steampowered.com/app/351940/

